News Release – LOGAN, UTAH, Sept. 29, 2017 – Tadd Truscott is an MIT-trained engineer of fluid dynamics – a profession steeped in dizzying mathematics and complex physics. But at the end of the day, Truscott’s work can be boiled down to a much simpler art form: pretty pictures.

MAE’s Dr. Tadd Truscott and collaborators took 2nd place in the 2016 Gallery of Fluid Motion.

Truscott, an associate professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering at Utah State University, excels in breaking down complicated fluid dynamics concepts using beautiful photographs and video clips he shoots inside his aptly-named Splash Lab.

In a recent study, he and his team unraveled the fluid dynamics behind the work of contemporary artist Holton Rower. Rower is best known for his sculpture-like paintings made with hundreds of layers of flowing paint. The Splash Lab team created a photo gallery and video explaining the physics that drives Rower’s fluid-inspired art.

Truscott won his ninth-straight Milton van Dyke Award for his science-inspired artwork.

The video was submitted to the Gallery of Fluid Motion – a showcase of aesthetic scientific imagery from around the world curated by the American Physical Society’s Division of Fluid Dynamics. Truscott’s entry, titled “The shear joy of watching paint dry,” took second place in the gallery’s annual contest in 2016. As part of the contest, APS publishes an abstract of the winners’ research in its research journal, Physical Review Fluids. The team’s paper was published Sept. 29.

It was Truscott’s ninth time being named a Milton van Dyke Award winner. His collaborators include Randy Hurd, Nathan Speirs, Zhao Pan, Ben Lovett, Wesley Robinson, Saberul Sharker, Mohammad Mansoor and Andrew Merritt of USU; Jesse Belden of the Naval Undersea Warfare Center; and Madison Boyer of Brigham Young University.
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